Detection of bronchial abnormalities: comparison of CT and bronchoscopy.
We evaluated the usefulness of CT as compared with both visual and pathologic findings from fiberoptic bronchoscopy (FOB) in detecting bronchial lesions in 100 consecutive patients undergoing both procedures. There was agreement between CT and visual FOB in 83% of cases and CT and pathologic FOB in 68%. In the malignant disease category CT detected bronchial abnormalities in 59% (27 of 46) as compared with 57% (26 of 46) by visual FOB; both agreed in 81% of the cases (37 of 46). On the basis of CT findings alone, we retrospectively divided the cases into those for which we expected FOB to have high diagnostic yield (peribronchial abnormalities, n = 49) and a low diagnostic yield (i.e., no bronchial abnormality, n = 51). For the malignant disease category, selection by CT findings resulted in successful diagnosis by FOB in 69% for the high yield group as compared with 29% for the low yield group. We conclude that CT has excellent correlation with visual and pathologic results of FOB in detecting bronchial abnormalities and that CT, when used as an initial screening test, can enhance the yield by allowing appropriate selection of patients.